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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

DNA damage response and repair proteins are centrally involved in genome maintenance pathways.
Yet, little is known about their functional role under non-DNA damage-inducing conditions. Here we
show that Rad9 checkpoint protein, known to mediate the damage signal from upstream to downstream
essential kinases, interacts with Aft1 transcription
factor in the budding yeast. Aft1 regulates iron homeostasis and is also involved in genome integrity
having additional iron-independent functions. Using
genome-wide expression and chromatin immunoprecipitation approaches, we found Rad9 to be recruited
to 16% of the yeast genes, often related to cellular
growth and metabolism, while affecting the transcription of ∼2% of the coding genome in the absence
of exogenously induced DNA damage. Importantly,
Rad9 is recruited to fragile genomic regions (transcriptionally active, GC rich, centromeres, meiotic
recombination hotspots and retrotransposons) nonrandomly and in an Aft1-dependent manner. Further
analyses revealed substantial genome-wide parallels
between Rad9 binding patterns to the genome and
major activating histone marks, such as H3K36me,
H3K79me and H3K4me. Thus, our findings suggest that Rad9 functions together with Aft1 on
DNA damage-prone chromatin to facilitate genome
surveillance, thereby ensuring rapid and effective response to possible DNA damage events.

Genetic material must be maintained throughout life so that
it remains functionally intact and is faithfully transmitted
to progeny. To meet this challenge, cells have evolved a set
of complementary DNA damage response (DDR) pathways and dedicated protein machineries that arrest cellcycle progression, thus providing a time window for repair.
The strong cancer predisposition observed in certain inherited human disorders as well as the increasing number of
ageing-related syndromes with defects in DNA repair emphasize the biological impact of genome care taking mechanisms in cellular life (1).
Rad9 protein represents one of the most well-studied
members of the DDR pathway in the model eukaryotic organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae (2). It is a 148 kD multidomain protein containing two BRCA1 C-Terminal (BRCT)
domains which are required for its oligomerization and
the recognition of phosphorylated histones (␥ H2A) upon
DNA damage (3–7). Similar to the mammalian p53BP1,
Rad9 protein contains a conserved Tudor domain that recognizes H3K79 methylated histones after double-strand
break (DSB) formation (8). ScRad9 acts at G1/S, intra-S
and G2/M checkpoints (2,9–11); the protein is phosphorylated during normal cell-cycle progression but it becomes
hyperphosphorylated by Mec1 and Tel1 kinases in response
to DNA damage (12,13). In this form, ScRad9 acts as a
scaffold that brings Rad53 effector kinase in close proximity to Mec1 and Tel1 kinases, and facilitates its autophosphorylation, a critical step for DDR signaling (14,15).
The involvement of basal transcription factors in distinct DNA repair pathways (16,17) as well as the preferential repair of the transcribed DNA strand of genes (18)
and of promoter surrounding sequences in mammals (19)
have established a functional link between DNA repair and
transcription. Upon ultraviolet (UV)-induced DNA dam-
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age, ScRad9 is required for the repair of transcribed and
non-transcribed DNA strands of active genes but, importantly, not for the repair of transcriptionally inactive sequences (20). However, under non-DNA damage-inducing
conditions, Rad9 binds chromatin, though its functional
role at non-damaged DNA sites remains unknown (4,15).
Mutations of the Tudor domain almost completely abolish Rad9 chromatin association during G1 phase in undamaged cells suggesting that this domain recognizes distinct histone methylation marks to enable association with
bulk chromatin (4). Under untreated conditions, the Rad9
Tudor domain was also shown to associate with chromatin through its interaction with H3K79me and its BRCTmediated dimerization (21). Upon DNA damage, activated
Rad9 also interacts with ␥ -H2A or with Dpb11 replication initiation protein, during M phase, at DNA damage
sites. Besides UV-induced DNA lesions, Rad9 was recently
shown to be required along with Mec1, Rad51 and Rad54
for DNA DSB repair by the homologous recombination
pathway (22,23).
Here, we employed a series of biochemical, genetics and
functional genomics approaches to dissect the functional
contribution of Rad9 in undamaged cells. We showed that
Rad9 physically and genetically interacts with the transcription factor Aft1 and is recruited to fragile chromatin sites
in the absence of exogenously inducing conditions in an
Aft1-dependent manner. Aft1 is the main transcription factor that regulates iron homeostasis in yeast (24) but it appears to be a multitask protein affecting a diverse range of
cellular processes, including cell wall stability, DNA damage, protein transport and mitochondrial function (25–27).
Fine mapping of Rad9 protein localization to chromatin under physiological conditions revealed substantial genomewide parallels between Rad9-bound chromatin regions and
histone marks linked to transcriptional activation, such
as H3K36me3, H3K79me3 and H3K4me. Taken together,
these findings suggest that Rad9 and Aft1 function together
on DNA damage-prone sites to enhance genome surveillance. This way, a rapid and effective response to possible
DNA damage events is ensured.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and growth conditions
The background strain used in this study is the BJ5457
that lacks proteases (MATa ura3–52 trp1 lys2–801
his3[Delta]200 pep4::HIS3 prb1[Delta]1.6R can1 Gal+).
Epitope tagging of the proteins was performed as previously described with the insertion of 9 or 13Myc oligos
using the proper plasmids: pYM1 kanMX6 (3HA), pYM6
k1TRP1 (9Myc) (28) or pFA6a-13Myc-TRP1 (29) to
insert the tag with the respective marker. The primers used
for the epitope tagging and gene deletions are listed in
Supplementary Table S1 along with the constructed strains.
aft1 is S288C-derived (30). Cells were grown in Synthetic
Complete (SC) or Yeast Peptone Dextrose (YPD) media as
described in (31). SC medium contains 0.67% nitrogen base
(including 1.23 M FeCl3 and 0.25 M CuSO4 ), the 20
aminoacids, uracil, adenine and 2% glucose. The copperdependent transcription was induced by the addition of
BCS chelator of Cu+1 and Cu+2 (bathocuproine disulfonic
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acid-Na2 salt, Serva) in a final concentration of 100 M.
The metal-dependent transcription was induced by the
addition in a final concentration of 100 M of the chelator
of Cu+1 /Cu+2 /Fe+1 /Fe+2 BPS (bathophenanthroline disulfonic acid-Na2 salt, Serva). For the galactose induction
experiment, cells were grown in YP Raffinose and galactose
was added in a final concentration of 2% for 75 min.
6-Azauracil (6-AU) growth assay
Cells were grown in rich medium (YPD) to an OD600 ∼1.
Seven serial dilutions (1/10) were spotted on YPD plates
which also contained or not (control) 300 g/ml 6-AU
(Sigma A1757). Plates were incubated for 2 days at 30◦ C.
BioLector growth assays
Exponentially growing cells of the different strains were collected and 1.5 ml micro-cultures were set (at least in triplicate) in a 48-well flowerplate starting from an OD600 =
0.25. Micro-cultures were left growing in BioLector machine (m2p labs), shaking and under ideal humidity conditions until they reached stationary phase. OD600 (biomass)
was monitored every 20 min and recorded electronically.
The growth assay was performed twice. Results from the
OD measurements of 3–6 independent micro-cultures of
each strain were averaged point-by-point and normalized
over the first value of each series before plotting the growth
curves.
Constructs
The pDB20-flag-URA3 plasmid was used for the insertion
and overexpression of Rad9. The pYX142-LEU2 plasmid
was used for the insertion of Rad9–9Myc (NcoI-SlaI) and
9Myc (SmaI-SlaI). They were used for the overexpression of
the proteins tested in co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) and
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments. Plasmids for bacterial expression of 6×His-N-Aft1, 6×His-CAft1 and GST-Nhp6a, used in the in vitro protein interaction assay, were previously described (32), whereas plasmids
for GST-N-Rad9 and GST-BRCT-Rad9 bacterial expression, used in the same assay, were constructed by insertion
of a 1.5 kb (+1/+1513) fragment corresponding to N-Rad9
and a 0.95 kb (+2986/+3930) fragment corresponding to CRad9, respectively, between the BamHI and EcoRI sites of
pGEX-2T vector.
ChIP
ChIP assays were performed as previously described
(33) with some adaptations (Supplementary Protocol S1).
Briefly, cells were grown until a final OD550 ∼0.8 (BCS
was applied for 3 h and BPS for 6 h when needed), crosslinked with formaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature,
broken by vortexing for 40 min at 4◦ C with glassbeads,
sheared by sonication in fragments peaking at ∼400 bp. IP
was performed using the sc-789 c-myc rabbit polyclonal immunoglobulin G (Santa Cruz) antibody (2 g/IP). The extract of 6 × 107 cells was used per IP or INPUT sample.
The ratio of IP/INPUT sample used in real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was 1/25; the dye
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used was SYBR green. The enrichment values were normalized to those of INPUT samples (non-immune) and are presented as fold change over the enrichment value obtained by
amplification of control regions (background enrichment of
the tested proteins) as mentioned in the figures. The primers
used are listed in Supplementary Table S2.
Co-IP and GST-pull down assays
Rad9-Aft1 interaction was checked as follows: (i) Yeast
cells were grown in SC medium with the proper auxotrophies to an OD550 ∼0.8, collected, broken by vortexing
and properly washed (Supplementary Protocol S2). Note
that 2 g of the proper antibody were added and after
an overnight incubation at 4◦ C, G sepharose beads were
added followed by 2.5 h incubation at 4◦ C. rad9 strain
which expressed endogenous Aft1–9Myc was transformed
with high copy pDB20-flag plasmid and pDB20-Rad9-flag
expressing flag-tagged Rad9 in order to get rad9 Aft1–
9Myc pDB20 Rad9-flag strain. rad9 Aft1–9Myc pDB20
flag was used as control. Anti-flag was used as a bait (F3165
Sigma-Aldrich) followed by probing with anti-Myc (sc789 Santa Cruz Biotechnology) in western blot assay. (ii)
Protein extracts were prepared from wild type (wt) yeast
cells grown in YPD/BPS-BCS, endogenously expressing
Rad9–9Myc or Rad9–9Myc along with Aft1–3HA. Portions (1/40) of each extract were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE) and immunoblotting using anti-HA (sc-805 Santa
Cruz Biotechnology) or anti-Myc to detect Aft1–3HA and
Rad9–9Myc, respectively. Remaining extracts were incubated with EZview Red anti-HA affinity gel (Sigma) and
then flow-through as well as pulled-down proteins were
analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting using antiMyc to detect Rad9–9Myc. (iii) GST, GST-Nhp6a (positive control), GST-N-Rad9 and GST-BRCT-Rad9 peptides
were expressed in Escherichia coli ER2566 cells and bound
on glutathione agarose beads. 6xHis-N-Aft1 and 6xHis-CAft1 peptides were produced in E. coli ER2566 cells and purified by Ni-NTA agarose beads. Each eluted Aft1 derivative was incubated in vitro with each glutathione bound peptide. Beads were washed and retained peptides were eluted
in gel loading buffer and analysed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting using anti-His antibody (Penta-His mouse,
34660 Qiagen). The electrophoretic pattern of the GSTtagged (total amounts) as well as the 6xHis-tagged (input amounts) proteins used in the assay was checked by
coomassie blue staining.
Reverse transcriptase-qPCR (RT-qPCR) analyses
RNA was extracted using the hot acid phenol method.
RT was performed as described (34) and transcript enrichment was calculated by qPCR. Normalization of the expression levels was done over a constitutively expressed gene
(CMD1).
ChIP on chip analysis
The array used was S. cerevisise Tiling 1.0R Array manufactured by Affymetrix with probes tiled at a 5 bp resolution. The protocol proposed by Affymetrix was followed,
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adjusted and optimized to the needs of yeast (Supplementary Protocol S3). Cells were grown to a final concentration
of OD550 = 0.8 in SC (and added BCS/BPS for 3 and 6 h
incubation, respectively) or YP raffinose followed by addition of galactose (2%) for 75 min. Soluble chromatin solution from ∼7 × 107 cells was used per IP sample. INPUT
chromatin (non-immune) from each experiment was used
to normalize our results. CEL files obtained after scanning
were loaded onto TAS v1.1 software to calculate the signal
and P-values for each interrogated genomic probe position
in a two sample comparison analysis. Visualization of the
intensity values was done by using the Integrated Genome
Browser, from which we obtained the results in two different P-value cut-offs (10−3 and 5 × 10−3 ). Further statistical analysis of the results was performed with the use of
R statistical software (http://www.r-project.org/). All Tiling
Array raw data are submitted to the EMBL-EBI ArrayExpress database (ArrayExpress accession E-MEXP-3838,
E-MTAB-2200 and E-MTAB-2201 conforming to the MIAME guidelines).
Functional and average gene analyses
Functional analysis to determine the overrepresentation of
Gene Ontology (GO) terms was performed with the use of
the BiNGO plugin in the Cytoscape platform (35,36). Average gene analysis was performed as previously described
(37,38). For the average gene analysis, each of the 5769
genes of S. cerevisiae [Saccharomyces Genome Database
(SGD) version, sacCer1] was divided in 100 equally sized
bins and the average signal value was calculated for each
bin. In this way, every gene was shrunk into 100 points regardless of its total length with the first point corresponding to the Transcription Start Site (TSS) and the last one
to the Transcription Termination Site (TTS). Subsequently,
an area of ±500 bp from the TSS/TTS, respectively, was
divided into 50 bins of 10 bp for every gene. In this way,
each gene was represented as a profile consisting of 200
points (50 upstream, 100 genic, 50 downstream). In the occasions where another gene was located within less than
500 bp upstream or downstream, the area ended on the
spot where the neighbouring gene was met. The plots obtained represent the average value of the 200 bins for the
5769 genes. GC-content of the sequences where the protein
was enriched was calculated with EMBOSS GeeCee tool
of Galaxy (http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/), in comparison to a
random sample of sequences of equal number and size. GCcontent value distributions were compared with a two-sided
t-test. Details on data analysis can be found in Supplementary Protocol S4.
Genome-wide expression analysis
The array used was GeneChip Yeast Genome 2.0 Array
manufactured by Affymetrix including ∼5744 probe sets
for 5841 of the 5845 genes present in S. cerevisiae. rad9
and wt cells were grown in SC (with the addition of the
chelators BCS and BPS), RNA was isolated with hot acid
phenol method (34) and the one-cycle cDNA synthesis
protocol proposed by Affymetrix was followed for target
preparation. Hybridization, washing and scanning was per-
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formed as proposed (Supplementary Protocol S5). Intensity values were calculated by Affymetrix Expression Console Software as well as by other commercial software, such
as FlexArray using Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) to
normalize our data (39). The average of the raw intensity
values was calculated for two biological replicates and a two
sample equal variance-homoscedastic t-test analysis was
performed in order to obtain targets with a P-value ≤ 0.05
and a fold change of ±1.2 (rad9 versus wt). Functional
analysis of the results was performed using the BiNGO plugin in the Cytoscape platform as described in Supplementary Protocol S4. All Expression Array raw data are submitted to the EMBL-EBI ArrayExpress database (ArrayExpress accession E-MEXP-3838, conforming to the MIAME guidelines).
RESULTS
Rad9 interacts with Aft1 and localizes to Aft1-regulated
genes in an Aft1-dependent manner
We identified Aft1 as Rad9-interacting partner and verified
this physical interaction by in vivo and in vitro assays. For a
co-IP assay in yeast extracts, Rad9-flag tagged protein was
expressed by a pDB20 high copy plasmid and Aft1–9Myc
protein was tagged in the genome. Cells were grown in SC
medium under conditions for iron regulon induction (by
adding the iron ion chelator BPS, causing iron starvation) in
which Aft1 is localized to the nucleus (24) (Figure 1A). The
in vivo interaction was further confirmed by co-IP assay of
Aft1–3HA and Rad9–9Myc proteins that were both tagged
in the genome (Figure 1B). By performing GST-pull down
assays we were able to identify the interacting domains of
the two proteins. We found that Rad9 BRCT domain (at the
C-terminus of Rad9) interacted with the N-terminal part of
Aft1 which includes its DNA-binding domain (32) (Figure
1C).
Using ChIP experiments and qPCR, we further investigated the occupancy of the Rad9-Aft1 complex on previously identified Aft1 gene targets. We included in our analysis FTR1 and FRE1 genes known to be regulated by iron via
Aft1 (40–42) and the copper-regulated CTR1 gene where we
have found that Aft1 binds irrespective of a specific DNA
consensus binding site (unpublished data) and positively
affects its transcription. FRE7 copper-regulated gene was
used as a negative control for Aft1 binding and regulation
(43). Using conditions that favour the induction of both
iron and copper regulons (BCS/BPS; chelators of copper
and iron ions, respectively), we found that Rad9–9Myc was
recruited to promoter and/or coding regions of the examined genes (Figure 2A–D). The recruitment of Rad9–9Myc
to FTR1 and CTR1 genes was Aft1-dependent (Figure 2E).
By contrast, Aft1–9Myc localization to the CTR1 or FTR1
gene promoters under the same experimental conditions did
not require Rad9 (Figure 2F). The interaction of Rad9 with
Aft1 was further analysed by examining the accumulation
of CTR1 and FTR1 RNA under induction conditions in the
presence and in the absence of RAD9 gene. Whereas Aft1
maintained its known activator role, we found Rad9 to substantially reduce the CTR1 and FTR1 RNA levels (Figure
2G).
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Taken together, our data show that Rad9 interacts with
Aft1 transcription factor and that Aft1 is quantitatively required for Rad9 recruitment to promoter and coding regions of specific Aft1-regulated gene targets.
Rad9 and Aft1 exhibit a synthetic effect and may affect transcriptional elongation
Both Aft1 and Rad9 ChIP signals were enriched in all tested
coding regions raising the possibility for their functional
role in transcriptional elongation. To test this, we examined
RAD9 and AFT1 null mutants for growth defects using a
6-AU assay; 6-AU reduces the rate of transcriptional elongation by inhibiting enzymes that are involved in purine and
pyrimidine biosynthesis (44). We found that in 6-AU aft1
and––to a quite lesser extent––rad9 cells exhibited a ‘slow
growth’ and ‘smaller colonies’ phenotype that closely resembled the one previously seen in snf2 mutant cells (45)
(Figure 3A and B).
We also found that under standard growth conditions
(YPD), RAD9 gene deletion significantly rescued the previously known aft1 growth defect (Figure 3A). This implied
a synthetic function or effect of Rad9 and Aft1. Following
the addition of FeCl3 , aft1 growth defect as well as the
double mutant synthetic phenotype were still apparent indicating a Rad9-Aft1 interaction independent of the classic
role of Aft1 as a regulator of iron homeostasis (Figure 3C).
Note that the rad9 aft1 synthetic phenotype was also
apparent in 6-AU (Figure 3B).
The growth assay phenotypes were supported by
the growth curves of the strains (wt, rad9, aft1,
rad9aft1) in YPD, 6-AU and FeCl3 (Figure 3D, E and
F, respectively) for the construction of which we employed
the BioLector technology. The growth curves correspond
to the spot phenotypes and all the observed differences are
significant (two-sided t-test P-value < 0.05), including the
slow growth phenotype of both rad9 and aft1 strains in
6-AU.
In accordance to the above findings is the example of
Rad9-Aft1 synthetic effect in centromeres. Centromeric areas are vital for preserving genome integrity through their
role in chromosome segregation. Aft1 has been reported
in only a few yeast centromeres (46), it is known to interact with proteins of kinetochores (26) and its deletion affects chromosomal segregation and cell growth (47). Furthermore, DNA damage checkpoint proteins were found in
centromeres in mammals (including ScRad9’s partial homologue Brca1) as reviewed (48). Consequently, we examined Rad9 recruitment on centromeres and for this we designed primers for all 16 yeast centromeric sequences and
performed ChIP analysis. We were able to detect Rad9–
13Myc and Aft1–9Myc enrichment to most of the yeast
centromeres (Figure 3G). Moreover, the presence of Aft1
seemed to be necessary for Rad9 recruitment, whereas the
opposite was not true, as shown by ChIP analyses on selected CEN loci (Figure 3H).
In conclusion, our data support a Rad9-Aft1 synthetic effect possibly exerted in centromeres and taking into account
the sensitivity of rad9 and aft1 cells to 6-AU inhibitor we
argue in favour of a potential involvement of the proteins to
transcription elongation.
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Figure 1. Rad9 associates with Aft1 in vivo with its BRCT domain interacting with N-Aft1 in vitro.(A) In rad9 background, Aft1 was tagged with 9Myc
epitopes. Rad9 tagged with flag epitope was inserted in the high copy plasmid pDB20 and this construct was inserted to rad9 strain in order to get rad9
Aft1–9Myc pDB20-Rad9-flag strain. rad9 Aft1–9Myc pDB20-flag strain was used as control. In SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting analysis, anti-Flag
was used as a bait and probing was done with anti-Myc. Input and IP samples are shown. The co-IP experiment was repeated twice. (B) Protein extracts
were prepared from wt cells grown in YPD/BPS-BCS, endogenously expressing Rad9–9Myc or Rad9–9Myc along with Aft1–3HA. Portions (1/40) of
each extract (WCE) were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting using anti-HA or anti-Myc to detect Aft1–3HA and Rad9–9Myc, respectively.
Remaining extracts were incubated with EZview anti-HA agarose beads and then flow-through (FT) as well as pulled-down (PD) proteins were analyzed
by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting using anti-Myc to detect Rad9–9Myc. (C) Bacterially expressed GST (negative control), GST-Nhp6a (positive control)
(32), GST-N-Rad9 or GST-BRCT-Rad9 proteins, bound on glutathione agarose beads, were incubated with bacterially expressed 6xHis-N-Aft1 or 6xHisC-Aft1 derivatives eluted from Ni-NTA agarose beads. Glutathione beads were then washed and proteins bound on them were analysed by SDS-PAGE
and immunoblotting using anti-His antibody. The input lane contains 20% of the total amount of each 6xHis-tagged protein incubated with the beads.
Left panel: coomassie blue gel showing the electrophoretic pattern of the GST-tagged (total amounts) as well as the 6xHis-tagged (input amounts) proteins
used in the assay.

Rad9 affects the transcription of a small percentage of yeast
genes
The above findings prompted us to examine whether Rad9
has a functional role in transcription beyond that of DNA
repair. For this, we performed genome-wide expression
analysis of rad9 cells grown in SC medium under the previously described induction conditions using the Affymetrix
GeneChip Yeast Genome 2.0 Array. Our analysis revealed
that ∼2% (131) of yeast genes were transcriptionally altered
(two-sided t-test P-value 0.05) when compared to wt cells
exhibiting an equal distribution of up- and down-regulated
genes (61 and 70 genes, respectively, Supplementary Table S3 contains a complete list of up- and down-regulated
genes). The gene expression data showed minimum variation across independent experiments with a positive correlation of expression patterns (Pearson’s r = 0.388; P-value <
10−139 , df = 5470). qPCR analysis confirmed the microar-
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ray gene expression profiles for a subset of genes (Supplementary Table S3).
Next, we grouped all genes according to their known
or predicted biological function into GO categories
(Molecular Function–MF, Biological Process–BP, Cellular
Component–CC) using the BiNGO plugin of the Cytoscape
software platform (35,36). We then tested which GO terms
were significantly overrepresented among the significantly
differentially expressed genes in rad9 cells and identified several biological processes including biogenesis and
structure of ribosomes, metabolism, mitochondrial function, chromatin modification, transcriptional silencing and
protein degradation (Table 1 and Supplementary Data sets
S1–S3 contain the complete BP, MF and CC GO lists).
These findings show that Rad9 does not affect transcription in general; however, abrogation of functional Rad9
triggers a small number of gene expression changes that
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Figure 2. Rad9 is recruited to Aft1-regulated genes in an Aft1-dependent manner. By ChIP analysis the enrichment of Rad9–9Myc was studied in each
amplicon (x-axis): on FTR1(A), on FRE1(B), on CTR1(C) and on FRE7 gene (D). The enrichment of Rad9–9Myc on CTR1 and FTR1 promoter and
coding regions as obtained by ChIP analyses in Rad9–9Myc, aft1 Rad9–9Myc and aft1aft2 Rad9–9Myc strains is visualized in (E). Aft2 is an Aft1
paralogue protein, with partially redundant function (40,41). The Aft1–9Myc enrichment on CTR1 and FTR1 promoter and coding regions as obtained by
ChIP analyses in Aft1–9Myc and rad9 Aft1–9Myc is visualized in (F). All strains were grown under induction conditions (see text). Normalization in all
cases was performed firstly over INPUT chromatin and secondly by measuring the enrichment of Rad9–9Myc on PHO5 coding region, where Rad9–9Myc
binding is minimal in such growth conditions (as tested by our group) and dividing Rad9–9Myc enrichment to this ‘non-specific’ enrichment. A dotted
line in the ChIP experiments distinguishes the enrichment in the gene promoter from the enrichment in the coding regions. (G) RNA was isolated from
strains (x-axis) grown under induction conditions and RT assay combined with qPCR was performed, aiming to assess changes in the CTR1 and FTR1
transcript levels. Normalization was done over change of CMD1 expression (not altered in these growth conditions), after firstly normalizing over the wt
strain. The experiment was performed three times.
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Figure 3. Rad9 and Aft1 exhibit synthetic effect and may affect transcriptional elongation. Cultures of the strains were grown in rich medium (YPD) to
an OD600 = 1.0. Seven serial dilutions of the cells were spotted (A) on YPD plates, (B) on YPD plates which contained 300 g/ml 6-AU and (C) on YPD
plates which contained 50 M FeCl3 . Plates were incubated for 2 days at 30◦ C. Microscopy studies showed that the examined mutants have similar cell size
in YPD rich medium (data not shown). The OD600 of exponentially growing cells (starting from an OD600 = 0.25) was measured every 20 min (D) inYPD,
(E) in YPD plus 300 g/ml 6-AU and (F) in YPD plus 50 M FeCl3 , until they reached stationary phase, using the BioLector technology. Values of each
growth curve were normalized over the value of the first measurement in each case (wt, rad9, aft1, rad9aft1). The relative growth rate of the strains
in each condition was calculated and the values are shown in parentheses. (G) ChIP analysis that shows Rad9–13Myc and Aft1–9Myc enrichment to yeast
centromeres. Normalization was performed firstly over INPUT chromatin and secondly by measuring the binding of Rad9–13Myc on FRE2 coding region
(where Rad9 and Aft1 binding is minimal in the used growth conditions) and then dividing Rad9–13Myc or Aft1–9Myc enrichment by this ‘non-specific’
enrichment. Experiments were performed at least in duplicate. The same binding pattern was also obtained after normalizing over PHO5 coding region
with similar results (data not shown). Due to high content in AT nucleotides in centromeric areas, some of the primers were not functional in real-time
PCR (chr IX and XI). (H) Aft1-dependency of Rad9 localization to centromeres. The centromeric localization of Rad9–13Myc in wt and aft1 cells, as
well as the centromeric localization of Aft1–9Myc in wt and rad9 cells was examined by ChIP in CENIII, CENXII and CENXV. All strains were grown
under inducing conditions (SC BCS BPS). Normalization was performed firstly over INPUT chromatin and secondly by measuring the enrichment of
Rad9–13Myc on PHO5, as described in the legend to Figure 2.
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Table 1. Selected GO categories showing significant overrepresentation in
the genes affected in rad9 cells grown in BCS/BPS
GO

Cellular Component

# of genes

133
5677
35097
5739
31966
5746
22625
16020
5937
42575
781
5856

Polarisome
Chromatin silencing complex
Histone methyltransferase complex
Mitochondrion
Mitochondrial membrane
Mitochondrial respiratory chain
large ribosomal subunit
Membrane
Mating projection
DNA polymerase complex
Chromosome, telomeric region
Cytoskeleton

2
2
2
30
12
3
6
45
7
2
3
8

GO

Molecular Function

# of genes

16790
42393
15077

4
3
4

4843
8135
3724
3824

Thiolester hydrolase activity
Histone binding
Monovalent inorganic cation transmembrane
transporter activity
Ubiquitin-specific protease activity
Translation factor activity, nucleic acid binding
RNA helicase activity
Catalytic activity

2
3
2
51

GO

Biological Process

# of genes

31935
746
6303

Regulation of chromatin silencing
Conjugation
Double-strand break repair via non-homologous
end joining
Threonine metabolic process
Cellular aldehyde metabolic process
Trehalose metabolic process
Various metabolic genes

3
7
3

6566
6081
5991
6081

2
3
2
3

affect biological processes crucial for cellular survival and
biogenesis.
Rad9 is localized to a significant subset of yeast genes only a
small fraction of which is deregulated in RAD9 depletion
Having shown that Rad9 is recruited on specific gene coding regions, we then analysed the extent of its localization
throughout the genome. In addition, we coupled the resulted genome-wide Rad9 binding profile with the genomewide gene expression profile of rad9 presented above, in
order to assess the level of interplay between Rad9 binding and gene deregulation upon RAD9 depletion. Using the
Affymetrix GeneChip S. cerevisiae 1.0R Tiling Array, we
examined Rad9–13Myc recruitment on chromatin of cells
grown under induction conditions (BCS/BPS). [This array
has 3.2 million perfect match/mismatch probe pairs tiled
over the complete genome (except from centromeric loci) in
a 5 bp resolution.] Rad9–13Myc enrichment peaks were defined with the use of standard Affymetrix software and regions of enrichment were called on the basis of a minimum
t-test P-value threshold of 0.005. This analysis resulted in
1559 peaks overlapping with 935 genes and corresponding
to 16.2% of the total genes in the genome which is about
seven times more genes than the ones deregulated by Rad9
depletion (131 genes).
Rad9 binding was also detected in the small gene subset
that was found to be deregulated in rad9 mutants (31 out
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of 131 genes, Fisher’s exact test P-value < 0.01). Genes both
bound by Rad9 and deregulated in rad9 are very likely to
be under a direct control of Rad9 and were found to be enriched in metabolic functions (see Supplementary Table S4
for the gene list and Supplementary Data set S4 for the BP
GO list). A mild preference of Rad9 binding to up-regulated
genes was further intensified in the case of the rad9 deregulated genes (Figure 4C).
Therefore, although it seems that Rad9 may have a direct role on the transcription levels of a few genes related to
primary metabolic processes, it is clear that, under the examined non-DNA damage-inducing conditions, Rad9 localizes to a very significant fraction of gene coding chromatin.
Rad9 is recruited to highly active genes in an Aft1-dependent
manner with a bias for coding regions
Under non-DNA damage-inducing conditions, Rad9–
13Myc was recruited to ∼900–1200 genomic regions (depending on the threshold that we set: P = 0.001 or P =
0.005, respectively). Around 80% of these Rad9 binding regions were located within gene coding sequences (t-test Pvalue < 10−12 ) (Figure 5A-bar Rad9 and see Supplementary
Figure S1 for a typical pattern of Rad9 localization on a
50 kb region of ChrXII), while ∼10% were strictly overlapping non-coding spacers and a remaining ∼10% was spanning both coding and non-coding regions of the same gene.
Given that coding space in the yeast genome spans ∼70%
of its total length, this signified a clearly non-random preference of Rad9 to occupy coding sequences (bars Rad9 and
Genome). According to our GeneChip genomic data, Aft1–
9Myc also displayed a slight preference to occupy coding sequences (bar Aft1 versus bar Genome). Regions occupied
by both Rad9–13Myc and Aft1–9Myc were also enriched
in coding sequences (bar Rad9+Aft1). The propensity of
Rad9–13Myc to occupy coding sequences was almost unaffected by the absence of Aft1 protein (bar aft1 Rad9
versus bar Rad9), indicating that Aft1 has no qualitative
effect on Rad9 overall genomic distribution. On the other
hand, in the absence of Rad9, Aft1–9Myc peaks were distributed randomly across the entire yeast genome showing
no preference for coding regions (bar rad9 Aft1 versus bar
Genome).
Given the non-random preference of Rad9 to occupy
coding sequences we next analyzed the possible correlation of Rad9 binding with overall gene expression under
the same conditions. We used data from a genome-wide
expression analysis of the wt strain grown in the conditions described above and grouped yeast genes according
to their transcriptional activity. Yeast genes were binned in
six equal groups of 950 genes each with descending levels
of expression, and the absolute number of genes overlapping a significant ChIP peak was calculated for each such
group in the presence or absence of Aft1. We found that
Rad9 has a strong binding bias to highly transcriptionally
active genes and that this preference was to a great extent
Aft1-dependent (Figure 5B). In fact, Rad9 and Aft1 common gene targets are even more enriched in the highly expressed genes (Figure 5B). Aft1–9Myc protein also showed
a tendency to localize to highly active genes but this prefer-
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Figure 4. Expression analyses of rad9 cells and correlation to Rad9
localization. (A) Venn diagram representing total number of genes and
overlaps with deregulated and Rad9-bound genes. Overlap between Rad9bound and deregulated genes was significant on the basis of a Fischer’s test
(P-value < 0.01). (B) Volcano plot for a genome-wide expression profile of
rad9 cells. All genes depicted in grey. Significantly deregulated genes (P
< 0.05) depicted in red and Rad9 bound genes in blue. Note the ‘loading’
of the blue dots to the right side of the plot (upregulation). (C) ‘Violinshaped’ boxplots summarizing the distribution of log2 (Fold-change) expression values for all genes, deregulated ones (131 genes with P < 0.05),
Rad9 bound genes (935) and the interesection of Rad9 bound and deregulated genes (31 genes, see also Venn diagram). The shift towards upregulation is noted as a trend for the total Rad9-bound genes and becomes
significant between the ‘Deregulated’ and ‘Rad9-bound deregulated’ gene
sets (one-sided t-test P-value < 0.05).
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ence was almost independent of Rad9 (Figure 5C). A parallel analysis of the His3–9Myc cytoplasmic protein was
used as negative control. The binding bias of Rad9–13Myc
to highly active genes, was verified by shifting cells from
glucose to galactose growth conditions. In these conditions specific genes responsible for the galactose metabolism
are highly induced (49). We indeed observed a very strong
binding of Rad9 to this group of genes (such as GAL1,
GAL2, GAL3, GAL7, GAL10, GAL80) (see Supplementary
Data set S5 for a presentation of Rad9 localization intensity to targets induced in galactose or glucose). Similarly,
Rad9 was localized to the iron and copper regulon genes
only when they were induced (e.g. only in the presence of
iron and copper chelators), hence transcriptionally active
(Supplementary Figure S2 shows the GO network of Rad9
targets under these conditions). To further evaluate Rad9
selectivity in its genomic localization, we also examined
the genome-wide binding pattern of overexpressed Rad9
(plasmid-derived, ∼10 times more molecules than normal).
We found Rad9 recruited to a comparable number of genes
(which overlapped significantly with the targets of endogenous Rad9), indicating a selective binding to the genome
(Supplementary Table S5 shows the GO groups overrepresented in the common targets of endogenous and overexpressed Rad9).
Further analysis of our data showed a positive correlation
of Rad9–13Myc binding and gene length. Rad9–13Myc exhibited a bias for longer genes in both wt and aft1 cells
(Figure 5D).
Additionally, we performed in silico qualitative analysis
of the Rad9–13Myc targets in order to reveal overrepresented GO categories, in the presence or absence of Aft1.
We first clustered the target genes into three groups, depending on the binding value of Rad9–13Myc, and then
performed functional analysis for each group as described
above. The results of this analysis are presented in detail
in Supplementary Text S1 and a summary is shown in Tables 2 and 3 (P < 10−5 ). Rad9-binding, as expected, was
enriched in the subset of highly expressed genes according
to our expression data. These genes are related to major
metabolic pathways (mainly of glucose and aminoacids),
oxidation and reduction enzymatic activities and cell wall
structure. Additionally, they are overrepresented in categories related to protein synthesis, cellular growth, translational elongation, regulation of translation and ribosomal
function, and involved in catalytic activities, vitamin and biotin binding and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression. In contrast, in aft1 cells, GO categories related
to aminoacid metabolism, cell wall structure and cytosolic
ribosomes were either absent or underrepresented. Instead,
Rad9 was localized with high significance to groups of genes
related to protein import into the nucleus and nuclear lumen
structure. These differences are in agreement to our finding
that Aft1 is required for Rad9 localization to highly active
genes often related to cellular growth.
In addition to the group of total peaks (all statistically
important loci to which Rad9–13Myc was localized) (a),
we conducted functional analysis for the following specific
groups: peaks located entirely within coding regions (b),
peaks strictly overlapping non-coding regions (c) and peaks
spanning the coding and non-coding regions of the same
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Figure 5. Genome-wide localization of Rad9 in the presence and absence of Aft1. (A) Partition of ChiP peaks into coding and non-coding chromatin
for: Rad9–13Myc, Aft1–9Myc, common sites, rad9 Aft1–9Myc and aft1 Rad9–13Myc compared to the background partition for the complete yeast
genome. A clear enrichment in coding sequences is especially notable for the common sites (Rad9–13Myc+Aft1–9Myc). All coding ratios except of rad9
Aft1–9Myc have a value of 0.79 or more compared to a genome average of 0.71. Bootstrap P-values of enrichment were calculated using 106 random
permutations of the binding sites. All P-values were <10−6 except from rad9 Aft1–9Myc which showed a partition similar to the genome background.
(B) Rad9–13Myc is localized to the most active yeast genes in an Aft1-dependent manner. Yeast genes were grouped in six equal groups (x-axis) in
descending transcriptional activity in SC BCS BPS growth conditions (our microarray data). Rad9 targets (ChIP peaks significant to a P < 0.005 level)
that fell within each group were calculated (y-axis) in wt or aft1 cells (red and blue lines, respectively). Distribution of common targets of Rad9 and Aft1
is also shown. His3–9Myc control protein is shown in grey. (C) The same analysis as in (B) was performed for Aft1–9Myc in wt or rad9 cells (dark and
light purple lines, respectively) following curves with similar slopes. (D) Rad9–13Myc has a binding bias for long genes. S. cerevisiae genes were grouped
in 20 bins depending on their size (x-axis). The percentage of the number of ChIP peaks from each experiment that fit each of the bins is plotted. The
distribution of all yeast Open Reading Frames (ORFs) is plotted in grey line.

gene (d), and looked for differences in the presence (i) or in
the absence (ii) of Aft1, or regardless of Aft1 presence (iii)
(Supplementary Text S2, Part 1 and for group (d) Supplementary Text S2, Part 2). The results of the above analyses
(commented in detail in Supplementary Text S2) highlight
the fact that Rad9 localization preferences for highly transcriptionally active groups of genes are Aft1-dependent. In
addition, they are indicative of a Rad9 functional potential in multiple cellular pathways under non-DNA damageinducing conditions, such as the ones related to primary
metabolism and cell growth.
We have also performed the above functional analyses to
the Aft1 targets in the presence or absence of Rad9. The
results are presented in the tables of Supplementary Text
S3. This comparison showed that transcriptionally active
groups of genes (such as GO terms of ‘oxidoreductase activ-
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ity’, ‘aminoacid metabolism’ and ‘glucose catabolism’) were
among the common target groups of Rad9 and Aft1. Gene
clusters related to iron transport/assimilation were, as expected, overrepresented in Aft1 targets. Rad9 absence did
not significantly affect the Aft1 localization to highly active
targets and generally had an overall subtle effect to Aft1
binding.
The Rad9 localization pattern corresponds to distribution of
epigenetic marks
Rad9 has been proposed to be constitutively present
to chromatin through the interaction of its Tudor domain with H3-K79me (21). Previous studies have analysed the genome-wide relative occupancy of mono-, diand trimethylation of H3K4, trimethylation of H3K36 and
H3K79, as well as acetylation of H3K9, H3K14 and H4
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Figure 6. Average gene relative occupancy of Rad9 and Aft1 and localization patterns to methylated targets. Average gene analysis was performed to the
genome-wide localization data as described in Materials and Methods. Relative occupancies of (A) Rad9–13Myc in SC BCS BPS, (B)aft1 Rad9–13Myc
in SC BCS BPS, (C) Aft1–9Myc in SC BCS BPS and (D)rad9 Aft1–9Myc in SC BCS BPS are shown. (E–G) Rad9 and Aft1 ChIP localization signal on
methylated targets. Three methylated genes according to Pokholok et al. study (36) were randomly selected. The average binding profiles of Rad9, aft1
Rad9, Aft1 and rad9 Aft1 on those genes are presented: (E) PGI1, (F) FBA1, (G) MET6. Binding patterns are representative of the genome-wide profiles.
Note the direction of the transcription on the genes (right to left).

(37), so we compared these epigenetic mark patterns to
our data. We first performed average gene analysis (37,38)
to determine the mean genome-wide relative occupancy of
Rad9–13Myc and confirmed a strong localization to gene
coding regions with a bias to the 3 portion of the ORF
(Figure 6A). In aft1 cells, Rad9 relative occupancy patterns exhibited a marked shift towards the 3 end of the gene
peaking at the 3 -UTR (Figure 6B). Aft1–9Myc average relative occupancy was similar to that of Rad9–13Myc (Fig-
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ure 6C), and was not significantly changed in rad9 cells
(Figure 6D), which was consistent with our previous observations concerning how the two proteins may interact on
chromatin.
We next compared the average gene Rad9–13Myc localization patterns to the respective occupancy patterns
of methylation and acetylation marks as obtained by
Pokholok et al. (37). Supplementary Figure S3 illustrates
a comparison of our data to those of Pokholok et al.
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Figure 7. Rad9 localizes to GC-rich regions and meiotic recombination hotspots in an Aft1-dependent manner. (A) Rad9–13Myc ChIP signal mean
patterns for genes bound by Rad9, Aft1 and by both proteins compared to the average for the total number of yeast genes. (B) GC content boxplots of
genes bound by Rad9, Aft1 or both proteins in comparison to the complete set of genes in full correspondence with (A). Rad9-bound genes show the
highest GC content. (C) GC content boxplots of binding sites (enriched loci) for Rad9 and Aft1, in the presence or absence of each other, compared to a
set of randomly selected genomic positions. Rad9 sites also show the highest GC content, which is significantly lowered in the absence of Aft1. The same
effect is observed for Aft1 in the absence of Rad9. (D) Mean binding patterns for Rad9 and Aft1 both in the presence and absence of each other (combined
plot of Figure 6A–D). (E) Occupancy enrichment values for coding regions, non-coding spacers (see Figure 5A), hot ORFs and hotspots, expressed as the
ratio of observed over expected occupancy based on the genome average. Significant (more than 2-fold) enrichment in Rad9, Aft1 and common binding
sites was observed for both hot ORFs and hotspots while significant depletion was calculated for Rad9 sites in the absence of Aft1 and to a lesser extent for
Aft1 sites in the absence of Rad9. Bootstrap values calculated for 106 random permutations. (***P < 10−6 ; **P < 10−4 ; *P < 10−3 , n.s.=non-significant).
(F) The five non-ORF feature categories that were most represented in Rad9–13Myc Tiling Arrays in the presence or absence of Aft1 (black and grey
columns, respectively) are presented in the chart, as percentage of the total number of features in each category in the yeast genome.
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Figure 8. Model for the potential surveillance of DNA damage-prone chromatin by Rad9 and Aft1. Highly active, GC-rich and prone to DNA damage
genomic regions are depicted in red rectangles, while non-active correspond to regions in grey. (1) Under non-DNA damage-inducing conditions, Rad9 (in
dark yellow) interacts via its BRCT domain (asterisks) with Aft1 (in blue) N-terminal part. Rad9 is recruited to DNA damage-prone chromatin along with
Aft1 in an Aft1-dependent manner. It is possible that when a DNA damage event occurs, Aft1 transcription factor could recruit other cofactors. (2) The
protein complex at the DNA damage site could facilitate the access of the DNA repair machinery (in light blue), while Rad9 (and possibly more proteins
participating in the DDR cascade) are already on the site. (3) The whole DNA repair machinery is recruited to the DNA damage site, ensuring a rapid
response to DNA damage leading to an effective repair of the impaired chromatin.
Table 2. Selected GO categories showing significant overrepresentation in
Rad9–13Myc-enriched targets in wt cells grown in BCS/BPS (P < 10−5 )
GO

Cellular Component

# of genes

9277
5830

Fungal-type cell wall
Cytosolic ribosome

21
20

GO

Molecular Function

# of genes

8182
3824
16885
19842
16491
16814

Translation elongation factor activity
Catalytic activity
Ligase activity, forming carbon-carbon bonds
Vitamin binding
Oxidoreductase activity
Hydrolase activity, acting on carbon-nitrogen
(but not peptide) bonds, in cyclic amidines
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
activity

7
127
4
12
29
6

GO

Biological Process

# of genes

6090
19752
19319
6006
6094
10608

Pyruvate metabolic process
Carboxylic acid metabolic process
Hexose biosynthetic process
Glucose metabolic process
Gluconeogenesis
Post-transcriptional regulation of gene
expression
Regulation of translation
Oxidation reduction
Aminoacid biosynthetic process

14
46
12
16
11
44

8943

6445
55114
8652

3

43
29
17

study. Rad9 localization patterns were mostly similar to the
H3K36me3 (a hallmark of transcriptional elongation) and
H3K4me3 patterns that show a bias to the 3 portion of
genes and less similar to the H3K4me2 and H3K79me3 patterns that show a bias to the middle part of genes (Supplementary Figure S3). Conversely, all three types of acetylation (H3K9ac, H3K14ac, H4ac) which are correlated to
promoter regions of genes, showed no similarities to the
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Table 3. Selected GO categories showing significant overrepresentation
in Rad9–13Myc-enriched targets in aft1 cells grown in BCS/BPS (P <
10−5 )
GO

Cellular Component

# of genes

31981
5643

Nuclear lumen
Nuclear pore

114
19

GO

Molecular Function

# of genes

5524
16887

ATP-binding
ATPase activity

67
32

GO

Biological Process

# of genes

6606
19222
6913
6445
10608

Protein import into nucleus
Regulation of metabolic process
Nucleocytoplasmic transport
Regulation of translation
Post-transcriptional regulation of gene
expression
RNA localization

13
223
40
92
92

6403

32

Rad9–13Myc relative occupancy patterns (Supplementary
Figure S3).
In order to assess the correlation of Rad9 and Aft1 recruitment with the methylated state of chromatin, we selected three methylated genes randomly chosen in Pokholok
et al. study (PGI1, FBA1, MET6) and examined the Rad9
and Aft1 distribution on them (in wt and in the absence of
each other) (Figure 6E–G). Both Rad9 and Aft1 were localized to all three genes. In addition, consistently with the average gene localization patterns, Rad9 distribution in aft1
cells was shifted to the 3 end of the genes.
Overall, Rad9–13Myc relative localization patterns exhibit similarities to specific methylation marks, some of
which are related to active elongating transcription apparatus (37), consistent to the growth phenotype results for
Rad9 and Aft1 proteins shown in Figure 3.
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Rad9 is recruited to GC-rich regions and meiotic recombination hotspots in an Aft1-dependent manner
In order to expand our analysis of Rad9 and Aft1 localization in the genome we examined how it correlates
to genomic regions which are highly active and/or prone
to DNA damage. The relative occupancy of Rad9-targets,
Aft1-targets and their intersection are presented in Figure
7A. For these gene categories and especially for the Rad9Aft1 overlapping targets, we found a correlation between
the localization pattern and the GC content of the respective target sequences. Increased transcriptional activity has
been linked to GC-rich genomic regions in yeast (50) and
mammals (51–53). In more detail, we compared the target sequences to an equal number of randomly selected sequence fragments with equal sequence lengths. The calculated median GC content of the sequences bound by Rad9,
Aft1 or both was between ∼41% and 43%, while the corresponding value for the randomly selected regions was close
to the yeast genome average of 38% (t-test P-value of 10−127 ,
df = 2305) (Figure 7B). The correlation of Rad9-binding to
the underlying sequence GC content was Aft1-dependent,
since the GC-median percentage of Rad9-bound regions in
aft1 cells was closer to random, as was the respective percentage of Aft1-bound regions in rad9 cells (Figure 7C).
This shift to lower GC content is probably a reflection of the
corresponding shifts of the binding patterns towards the 3
end of the genes (Figure 7D), as both 5 and 3 UTR sequences are less GC-rich compared to the gene bodies (54).
We further studied average Rad9–13Myc relative occupancy patterns in relation to the transcriptional activity of
the complete set of yeast genes (in wt and aft1 cells). More
specifically, we divided all genes in five subgroups based either on k-means clustering approach or a stratification of
their expression rates and then correlated the average gene
occupancy of each subgroup with mean gene expression
and GC content. The results of this analysis are presented
in the figures of Supplementary Text S4 and support our
conclusions so far: transcriptional activity is a major factor that defines Rad9 recruitment to chromatin under nonDNA damage-inducing conditions. The fact that this recruitment is Aft1-dependent highlights the importance of a
functional link between Rad9 and Aft1 on a genome-wide
scale.
Genomic regions rich in GC content in addition of
being highly transcriptionally active are characterized by
high probability of meiotic recombination events, namely,
hotspots and hot ORFs of meiotic recombination (50,55–
56). When we compared the binding pattern of Rad9 along
chromosome III to the mapped loci of meiotic recombination hotspot regions, we observed a significant localization
pattern similarity (Supplementary Figure S4). Indeed, a detailed analysis of occupancy enrichment showed that Rad9–
13Myc was localized to meiotic recombination hotspot regions with high probability and this localization was Aft1dependent (Figure 7E). A similar binding bias was observed
for the Aft1–9Myc and also for the overlap of Aft1-Rad9 localization sites (Figure 7E). Given that the hotspot-enriched
regions span less than 4% of the total genome, the aforementioned overlaps suggest highly significant non-random
co-localizations.
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In addition to transcriptionally highly active loci, Rad9–
13Myc was also recruited to non-ORF elements as defined
in the SGD (Supplementary Figure S5, for a snapshot of S.
cerevisiae non-ORF features). Rad9 was present at ∼30%
of retrotransposons, ∼6% of Long Terminal Repeats, almost half of the telomeres, ∼16% of rRNA genes and ∼6%
of Autonomous Replicating Sequences (Figure 7F and see
Supplementary Table S6 for the corresponding numbers of
non-ORF features to which Rad9 is localized in the presence or absence of Aft1). Notably, the localization of Rad9
to retrotransposons, where both Rad9 and Aft1 are present,
was Aft1-dependent (Figure 7F). This finding highlights the
role of Aft1 in genome integrity since retrotransposons are
loci prone to chromosome rearrangements and points to a
combined function of the two proteins to genome integrity
surveillance. Rad9 presence on telomeres was Aft1 independent, which is consistent with the fact that the two proteins
are mostly localized to different telomeric regions. It is safe
to assume that Rad9 is recruited to telomeres by additional
mechanisms.
In conclusion, in addition to the GC-rich and transcriptionally highly active loci, Rad9 also localizes to vital for genome integrity regions, retrotransposons and centromeres in an Aft1-dependent manner.
DISCUSSION
Preservation of genetic information is of prime importance to all living systems. Rad9 is the S. cerevisiae
transducer/adaptor protein known to mediate the DNA
damage signal from the upstream to the downstream kinases in the DDR pathway [reviewed in (57,58)]. Previous
biochemical studies have also reported the presence of Rad9
in the chromatin fraction of cells grown under non-DNA
damage-inducing conditions (4,15,21) raising questions for
additional functions of this protein. The dynamics of Rad9
recruitment on chromatin have not been studied before under a general functional perspective. Here we present a detailed study of the Rad9 role by performing both small and
genome-wide expression and localization analyses. We reveal chromatin elements involved or associated with Rad9
recruitment under non-DNA damage-inducing conditions.
Our results imply non-random, biased, constitutive Rad9
association with chromatin and suggest possible benefits for
continuous maintenance of genome integrity.
Rad9 protein involvement in transcription
We identified the iron-repressed Aft1 transcription factor
as a new Rad9-interacting protein in extracts of physiologically grown yeast cells. We also found that the two proteins
interact via the Rad9 BRCT domain and N-terminal domain of Aft1. Importantly, genetic data by growth and ChIP
assays showed a synthetic effect of the two proteins. These
findings led us to examine whether Rad9 could have a role
in transcription. Previous studies have shown that RAD9dependent gene transactivation is required for DNA excision repair of active genes under DNA damage conditions
(20). In this work, we examined Rad9 role in transcription
under non-DNA damage induction. Genome-wide expression analyses of yeast cells showed that Rad9 does not affect transcription in general; the transcription levels of only
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∼2% (131) of yeast genes were significantly altered in its
absence (rad9). Rad9 directly associated to one-fourth of
these genes which are predominantly related to metabolic
functions. The remaining three-fourths of the transcriptionally altered genes are probably affected by Rad9 indirectly.
Possible involvement in transcriptional elongation (with
a rather redundant function) was suggested by a distinctly
reduced growth phenotype observed in RAD9 gene-deleted
strains tested by the 6-AU assay. This general observation
is consistent with several other pieces of evidence: Rad9 localized to both promoter and protein coding regions of selected metal-regulated genes originally examined by manual
ChIP assays, a finding confirmed by the genome-wide ChIP
assays. Rad9 was enriched within the coding region of transcriptional units, with a preference towards the 3 ends, as
shown by average gene analysis of the genome-wide experiments. Finally, similar average occupancy patterns were observed between Rad9 and H3K36me3 which is considered
an epigenetic hallmark of active transcript elongation (37),
a modification catalyzed by Set2, a factor associated with
the later stages of transcriptional elongation (59). The rest
of our findings point to a role of Rad9 not affecting transcription, although coordinated and dependent on the presence of Aft1 protein.
Rad9 localizes to highly active genes and other DNA damageprone regions of the yeast genome in an Aft1-dependent manner
Our genome-wide analyses showed that under standard
growth conditions Rad9 localizes to one-fifth of the yeast
genes (t-test P-value = 10−3 ), predominantly within the
protein coding region, displaying a localization bias to the
most highly active genes under standard growth conditions.
This was further confirmed by genome-wide ChIP analyses
of cells grown in galactose instead of glucose or in metal
regulon-induced conditions where Rad9 bound to the conditionally induced genes in addition to the highly expressed
housekeeping genes. Moreover, overexpressed Rad9 was recruited to a comparable number of genes corroborating selective binding. Although Rad9 seems to bind to ssDNA
through its Tudor domain (60), in silico analysis of our data
showed no consensus sequence motif that it may recognize
(unpublished observations). However, in this work we provide evidence that the detected binding is non-random but
follows specific chromatin features in addition or in relation
to the highly active genes.
The analysis of Rad9-Aft1 association on specific metalregulated genes demonstrated that Rad9 was recruited to
both their promoter and protein coding regions in an Aft1dependent quantitative manner. Surprisingly, Aft1 transcriptional regulator was also recruited to the coding region of these genes, but this binding was Rad9 independent. Moreover, aft1 mostly and, to a lesser extent, rad9
strain displayed a reduced growth phenotype in the 6-AU
assay indicating an Aft1 and possibly Rad9 involvement
in transcriptional elongation, consistent with their localization to protein coding regions. Genetic studies have already
attributed to Aft1 protein functions beyond the transcriptional regulation of iron-responsive genes, such as in chromosome stability, genome integrity, DNA damage, cell wall
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stability, mitochondrial function and metabolic processes
(25–27,47).
Our genome-wide data showed that Rad9 localization
bias to the most highly active genes has a strong Aft1 dependency. We found Aft1 also recruited to a significant number
of protein coding regions throughout the genome. Moreover, the majority of the coding regions occupied by both
Aft1 and Rad9 corresponds to genes that are very highly
transcribed. The respective GO enrichment analyses are indicative of a Rad9 functional potential in multiple cellular
pathways and clearly reflect the importance of Rad9 dependency on Aft1 since vital gene functional groups are absent
or severely underrepresented in aft1 cells.
We also demonstrated that, apart from its Aft1dependent recruitment, Rad9 may also follow specific histone methylation marks for its constitutive recruitment to
chromatin. Even though Rad9 can recognize H3K79 methylated histones through its Tudor domain (following a DNA
damage event), we found that the relative occupancy pattern
of Rad9 on an average gene, in non-DNA damage-inducing
conditions, resembled mostly the H3K36me3 and H3K4me
but also the H3K79me3 and H3K4me2 patterns as compared to the results of Pokholok et al. (37). This similarity
between the distribution patterns of Rad9 and prominent
active transcription marks suggest a potential functional
link between them in unperturbed conditions.
The strong binding bias of Rad9 to highly active regions
under non-DNA damage-induction can be correlated with
a strong presence in loci which are prone to DNA damage,
even before the actual damage occurs. It is known that the
transcriptional activity of a gene is proportionally related
to its mutation rate (61) and there is increased accumulation of apurinic and apyrimidinic sites in highly transcribed
DNA (62), linking transcription and fidelity of DNA replication. Highly transcribed genes are generally an impediment for replication forks (63), due to often occurring collisions between the DNA replication and transcription machineries (64). This may lead to transcription-associated recombination (dependent on replication) (64–66). In accordance to that, in vegetative cells we found Rad9 localized
with increased probability to known meiotic recombination
hotspots in an Aft1-dependent manner. These sites are GC
rich, likely to comprise regions of open-chromatin (51–53),
and thus more prone to DNA damage (50,55–56). Rad9
localization pattern shows similarities to the respective of
RNA pol II as compared to other studies (67) (Supplementary Figure S6, for a comparison of Rad9 and RNA polII
localization to Chr III), consistent with the strong correlation of Rad9 and high transcription rate. Since most highly
active genes can differ depending on the medium, cell phase
or strain, we can say that Rad9 exhibits a partly preferential binding which nevertheless predominantly follows the
rules of high transcriptional activity, DNA damage sensitivity and high GC content. This means that Rad9 is preferably
recruited to the loci where it is most needed at each specific
moment.
Consistent with Rad9 performing a constant surveillance
of chromatin which is prone to DNA damage, is its recruitment to retrotransposons, centromeres and telomeres.
Retrotransposons lie in loci prone to participate in chromosome rearrangements, where replication pauses and chro-
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mosomes are more likely to break (68). The transposition
event can influence genomic evolution by disrupting coding or transcriptional control elements, or by promoting
chromosomal rearrangements via homologous recombination (69). The Aft1-dependence of Rad9 localization to such
loci reinforces the proposed role of Aft1 in DNA damage
and preservation of genome integrity (26–27,47). We suggest that Rad9 presence on such critical for genomic evolution locations ensures that programmed chromosome rearrangements occur with no alterations by possible random
DSB, since Rad9 is already present to rapidly mediate the
damage signal.
Rad9 was found in centromeres, also partly dependent on
the presence of Aft1 which is known to interact with centromeric proteins (26). It was previously shown that Cbf1
(an Aft1-interacting partner) and Ste12 transcription factors regulate endogenous transcription in centromeres in an
RNA pol II-dependent manner and that this may be responsible for proper topology of CEN chromatin (70). In that
respect, Rad9 and Aft1 may similarly contribute to local
proper chromatin topology or survey the integrity of centromeric DNA which is important for chromosome segregation. The synthetic growth phenotype that we observed
in the aft1 rad9 strain, under physiological unperturbed
conditions, is indicative of an important combined effect of
the two proteins partially relieved when both proteins are
absent. Although explaining synthetic growth phenotypes
is not always straightforward, one possible scenario for the
aft1 rad9 strain could be the following. Aft1 has been
found to interact with kinetochore proteins and promote
(by an undefined yet mechanism) pericentric cohesin association therefore affecting chromosome stability and segregation (26). It is this additional specific role of Aft1 that,
together with its role in iron homeostasis regulation, causes
the severe aft1 slow growth phenotype. It is clear that
abnormalities in chromosome segregation/mitosis generate
DNA damage [reviewed in (71)]. Therefore, the absence of
Aft1 possibly induces a local increase of DNA breaks at specific centromeres which in turn leads cells to enter cell-cycle
checkpoint and severe growth retardation. We propose that
checkpoint is mediated by Rad9 protein that is recruited on
these centromeres at reduced levels (∼50%), due to the absence of Aft1, but sufficient to induce checkpoint activation
and growth delay. When additionally to Aft1, Rad9 is also
removed, cells fail to enter checkpoint and therefore manage to grow faster, temporarily, disregarding segregation
and DNA damage defects. Therefore, in aft1 rad9 mutants, growth is partially restored. Nonetheless, Rad9 and
Aft1 localization to centromeres is in agreement with similar results for DNA damage checkpoint proteins in mammalian systems, including Rad9 partial homologue Brca1
[reviewed in (48)].
Finally, the observed Rad9 localization to telomeres is
consistent with several previous studies that include Rad9
in molecular mechanisms which preserve telomere integrity
(72–76). According to our data, Rad9 is recruited to telomeres mostly independently of Aft1.
Notably, our analyses of the genome-wide localization
maps of Rad9 and Aft1 indicate a subtle interdependency
of the two proteins. While Rad9 recruitment to fragile chromatin (coding sequences of very highly expressed genes,
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GC-rich regions, centromeres, retrotransposons, meiotic
hotspots) appears to coincide with Aft1 and depend on its
presence, Rad9 overall genomic distribution can occur independently of Aft1. This was indicated by the persistent
Rad9 distribution preference for coding regions in the absence of Aft1 (aft1 Rad9 in Figures 5A and 7E). On the
other hand, Aft1 localization to coding regions seems to be
favoured by Rad9, as was indicated by the shift of Aft1 distribution preference to non-coding regions in the absence
of Rad9 (rad9 Aft1). Nevertheless, the impact of Aft1 on
Rad9 localization to fragile sites is more prominent than
vice versa.
Surveillance of DNA damage-prone chromatin by Rad9
checkpoint protein and Aft1 transcriptional activator
In conclusion, our analysis shows that Rad9 has a functional potential to recognize chromatin regions prone to
DNA damage, before damage occurs. These are often connected with highly transcribed genes related to vital pathways, such as cellular growth, as well as with loci, such
as centromeres, meiotic recombination hotspots and retrotransposons. At the most fragile genomic sites, Rad9 attracts Aft1 by favouring interaction between the two proteins. This interaction is critical for Rad9 non-random constitutive dynamic recruitment to chromatin which may facilitate the speed and efficiency of Rad9-dependent response
to DNA damage. Aft1 may contribute to an appropriate
chromatin state and act with Rad9 in order to stimulate
DNA repair possibly by attracting other cofactors which
give access to the repair machinery (Figure 8). This is consistent with Aft1 already being connected to DNA damage and genome integrity preservation in yeast, and with
mammalian systems where transcriptional activators can
stimulate DNA repair in the surroundings of their binding site (77). It seems that cells have developed simple––yet
sophisticated––mechanisms to provide their fairly sensitive loci with additional protection. By maintaining DDR
proteins in the neighbourhood of fragile sites, possibly recruited by transcriptional activators, they establish a wellorchestrated safeguarding system.
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